Development of the Palin Parent Rating Scales

Collaborators: Dr Steve Davis

Aims and objectives:
To refine the parent rating scales that were developed using a Delphi study in 2003, including:
- Establishing the internal reliability of the measure
- Conducting an exploratory factor analysis to refine the content of the tool and to determine whether and how the various scales within the tool relate to each other and to the overall score.
- To work out the appropriate scoring method for the tool
- To determine the normative range within the scores, in order to develop a rating scale for the scoring e.g none – mild – moderate etc.
- To demonstrate whether the tool measures change over time
- To publish the tool for use by researchers and clinicians.

Relevance and value:
Stammering has an impact on both children and parents and so therapy seeks to reduce this impact as well as helping parents to feel more confident and knowledgeable about how to manage the stammering. The percentage of speech that is stammered (%SS) is one measure used for considering severity and therapy outcome, but it fails to take into account the emotional impact of stammering or its impact on daily communication. Currently, there is no tool to explore parents' perspectives about the stammering, its impact or the effectiveness of therapy. Parents have been shown to be reliable in their reports of their children’s behaviours and they have greater knowledge and awareness of the child's stammering outside the clinical context. There are few measures other than %SS that can be used to measure. This measure will be used both clinically and in research to:
- inform clinical decision making regarding whether therapy is required
- inform about the content or emphasis in therapy
- measure outcome for individual families
- measure outcome in group studies

Method:
The current rating scales were developed using a Delphi study to gain a consensus opinion about what parents felt should be included in a tool to measure the effectiveness of therapy. The resulting series of scales (Millard, Edwards & Cook, 2009) were analysed using an exploratory factor analysis to eliminate any scales that were not contributing to the overall scores and to identify the main factors within the Palin PRS. Norms have been established in order to make judgements about the severity of the parents' ratings within the main factors and to help evaluate change.

Outcome:
- Results of the exploratory factor analysis were presented at 9th Oxford Dysfluency Conference, September 2011
- Normative data was presented at ASHA 2011
- An on-line version of the scales is being developed which will automatically calculate normative scores
- Submission of paper to peer reviewed journal
- Publication of the Palin PRS
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